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Abstract. After recent improvements brought the incremental compila-
tion of large industrial test suites down to a few seconds, the first seman-
tic checking of a project became one of the longest-running processes.
As multi-core systems are now the standard, we derived a parallelisation
using software engineering laws to improve the performance of semantic
checking.

Our measurements show that even an outdated laptop is fast enough
for daily use. The performance improvements came without performance
regressions, and we can’t expect additional massive benefits even from
infinitely scaling Cloud resources.

Companies should utilise cheaper machines that still offer enough
performance for longer. This approach can help businesses increase prof-
its, reduce electronic waste and promote sustainability while maintaining
high-quality software development practices.
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1 Introduction

Software is ubiquitous in modern society. It helps us navigate, communicate,
and manage energy resources. It drives companies, trades on markets, and
supports healthcare.

As software products grow, so do their test systems. Some industrial test
systems contain millions of lines of code [1, 63]. For a long time, compiling such
codes for several minutes was the most time-consuming part of developers’
daily work. Companies used clusters of remote servers or Cloud solutions to
make the required performance available.

But, recent improvements [11] brought the incremental compilation of such
systems down to a few seconds, leaving the first single-threaded semantic
checking of the IDE as one of the longest-running processes. This process
can still take several seconds on our industry partner’s codes. Too long for an
IDE that should be interactive.

However, nowadays, single-threaded execution is an unnecessary constraint,
with multi-core and multi-CPU hardware readily and commercially available.

In this paper, we report on how we improved the IDE of our industry partner
with parallel processing of the semantic analysis, making better use of available
processing power. Our industry partner might no longer need to use Cloud or
remote servers, as the laptop their employees would use to reach those services,
might already be powerful enough.

We organised this paper as follows. Section 2 presents related works. Section
3 shows a technical description, and 4 is our proposal for the opportunity.
Section 5 presents our measurement method, and 6 shows our measurements
and observations. Section 7 their validity. Finally, 8 shows our summary, and
9 offers ideas for further research.

2 Related works

In this section, we present earlier related works. In the first group of sections,
factors that serve as general requirements for our chosen solution and its gen-
eral applicability: organisations intentionally design and govern the overall ar-
chitecture of their products to achieve their business targets (Section 2.1), the
generality and inevitability of the internal structure of large software systems
(Section 2.3), unavoidability of dependency cycles (Section 2.5), all software
systems evolving similar size distributions (Section 2.4).

In the second group of sections, we present how organisations use Project
Management to predictably deliver the right products at the right time [21]
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(Section 2.2), how all software systems evolve in a similarly predictable way
(Section 2.6) to show that our chosen method permanently solves the problem.

2.1 Previous work on the impact of organisational factors on
software systems

Empirical observations have identified an isomorphic relationship [71] between
an organisation’s communication structure and product structure, known as
Conway’s law [7] or Mirroring law [39]. Nagappan et al. [46] showed that
organisational metrics predict failure-proneness better than code complexity,
coverage, internal dependencies, churn and pre-release bug measures. This
phenomenon was first recognised [39] for its significant managerial impact in
2012. By 2022 researchers observed it as likely the superior strategy used by
92% of investigated firms [6] and that alignments and “mirror breaking” in
organisations are strategic to maximise business benefits [38].

Following these laws, contemporary System Architects take several environ-
mental factors (among others: Taxation [10], Export Control [5], Geopolitics
[50] and Standardisation1) into consideration when planning software architec-
ture and the organisation developing it. Contemporary Project Management
recommends [22] tailoring a selected development approach first for the organ-
isation and second to the project. To ensure that individual project decisions
do not threaten larger strategic goals.

2.2 Previous work on the impact of project management on
software projects

Researchers have identified [68, 55, 43] that Project Management2 techniques
and processes are the critical factors contributing to project success.

Empirical observers have noted [8] that 94% of troubles and possibilities
for improvement are the responsibility of management. Instead of rewarding
managers for solving crises and heroes for putting out fires, companies should
reward managers for preventing problems with systemic problem-solving per-
formed with scientific rigour [17, 59, 4].

Project Management has a long history of evolving systematic practices [70]
since the first use of Test Driven Development [3] by the first programmers

1As a form of Test-First Development, companies join to create and standardise auto-
mated tests, precisely determining required capabilities and interfaces for future products
[29].

2Defined as “the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities
to meet the project requirements” [21].
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in the 1940s [26, 2], Iterative and Incremental Development practices in the
1950s.

Nowadays, Professional Managers can use Agile and Lean methodologies to
detect and reduce unnecessary activities before they happen. They can delay
their decisions until the last responsible minute. They can direct developers to
follow test-first practices to ensure the quality of new developments. Managers
can use Continuous Integration to detect unapproved changes to supported
requirements. Understanding, that writing programs “is only a small part of
Software Engineering” ([51]).

2.3 Previous work on the dependency networks of software
systems

Empirical researchers have shown that several architectural properties of soft-
ware systems are scale-free like many real-life networks. Class collaboration
graphs of the C++ language [45], Class, method, and package collaboration
graphs of Java [20, 69], connections between the modules in TTCN-33 [61, 63],
file inclusion graphs in C [44], and the object graph (the objects instances cre-
ated at runtime) of most of the Object Oriented Programming languages in
general [53], the relationships of distributed software packages [31, 28] show
scale-free properties.

Taube-Schock et al. [65] showed, that approximately scale-free structures
should arise for both between-module and overall connectivity from the pref-
erential attachment-based models (like software), not as the result of poor
design. Concluding, that high coupling is not avoidable, and might even be
necessary for good design, contradicting previous ideas about software struc-
ture, in particular the “high cohesion/low coupling” maxim.

2.4 Previous work on the size distribution of software systems

Empirical studies have revealed that several metrics correlate to the point of
redundancy4 [40]. Measuring SLOC would be enough to obtain a landscape of
the evolution of the size and complexity of FreeBSD [19]. Stating that ”what-
ever is measured in a large scale system” the graph shows similar logarithmic
distribution in most cases [1].

3Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3
4Cyclomatic Complexity, the Number of Lines of Code, Statements, Classes, Files, public

APIs, and public undocumented APIs are redundant metrics, with Cyclomatic Complexity
in classes and functions measuring the same subject
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Empirical researchers have shown module length distribution of IBM 360/370
and PL/S code forming logarithm shape [58], Java class sizes following log-
normal distribution [73], token distribution in Java code following Zipf’s law
[72, 74], all metrics measured on FreeBSD following lognormal and power-law
distributions [19], double-Pareto distribution for five (C, C++, Java, Python,
Lisp) of the top seven programming languages used in the Linux code [18] and
LOC following lognormal distribution in Smart Contracts written in Solidity
deployed on the Ethereum blockchain [66].

Hatton proposed [15] that the Conservation of Hartley-Shannon Information
might play the same role in discrete systems as the Conservation of Energy
does in physical systems, proving [16] Zipf’s Law in the case of homogeneous
systems and showing strong evidence for unusually long components being an
inevitable by-product of the total size of the system. He validated the claims
on 100 million lines of code in 7 programming languages and 24 Fortran 90
packages.

Hatton also highlighted the importance of changing software design tech-
niques, from attempting to avoid the essentially unavoidable to mitigating its
damaging effects.

2.5 Previous work on circular dependencies in software sys-
tems

Empirical studies have shown the existence of circular dependencies in several
successful and known programs written in Java [49, 42, 9], C# [49], TTCN-
3 [64], even in the binaries of Windows Server 2003 [75]. These studies offer
empirical evidence for the understanding that if a program has enough com-
ponents to support them, it is likely to have dependency cycles (with cycle
sizes of 1000 classes [42] or involving a substantial part of all classes [49]).

2.6 Previous work on the evolution of software systems

Since Lehman started his work on software evolution [36], showed that com-
mercial systems have a clear linear growth [37] and published the laws of
software evolution [34], this phenomenon has been attracting researchers.

There is plenty of empirical research [37, 35, 33, 24, 27, 23, 25, 54, 30, 76] in
which the authors show that the laws seem to be supported by solid evidence.

Turski even showed [67] that the gross growth trends can be predicted by a
mean absolute error of order 6%. Also observed by others [13, 30, 76].
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Looking at the impact of outside effects on software growth, empirical re-
searchers observed [30] that “the introduction of continuous integration, the
existence of tool support for quality improvements in itself, changing the devel-
opment methodologies (from waterfall to agile), changing technical and line
management structure and personnel caused no measurable change in the
trends of the observed Code Smells”, on industrial Java and C++ projects
[76], that changing architects, going open source or the organisation moving
to a different building had no easily discernible effect on development.

The works performed on large open source systems [24, 13, 35, 27, 23, 25, 76]
serve as observations supporting the understanding that there was no hard-
ware, software, tooling, methodological, social, or other change at least since
1995, that would have significantly changed the development speed of large
software systems already started.

3 Opportunity description

In this section, we present the opportunity in more technical terms. We de-
scribe what is already available in Titan [81], and what we were working with.
We show what we can expect from large-scale scale-free systems, and how
circular dependencies constrain our work.

3.1 What was already available and what we worked with

The tool of our industry partner performed syntactical analysis of source files
in parallel. The complete semantic checking of the parsed modules was avail-
able, done sequentially. Parsing [62] and semantic checking [48] could be in-
cremental.

Semantic analysis happens recursively, starting with the components of a se-
mantic entity (including entities contained within or reachable via references),
followed by itself, checking each semantic entity at most once per semantic
checking.

Although the optimal order is unknown before the first semantic checking of
a project, executing the process for each module in the project, in any order,
will check every semantic entity exactly once.

As semantic checking was single-threaded, the implementation does not have
any locks or guards against parallel access/modification on the level of the
entities. Locks only protect against overlapping semantic checks on a project.
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3.2 Constraints on parallel processing

Previous works have already revealed properties of software systems that can
be constraints for reaching optimal parallelization:

� Large differences in module sizes (Section 2.4):

– Uneven size distribution means uneven processing time.

– Processing order of independent modules matters for performance.

� Scale-free distribution of dependencies (Section 2.3):

– The maximum number of imports in a module being ≥ 10% of
the modules, semantic checking such a module might also check all
reachable modules in the same thread, sub-optimal parallelization.

– Many modules depending on the same module creates contention
waiting for its processing to finish. Large amounts of modules be-
come available when that happens.

� Dependency cycles (Section 2.5):

– The modules of dependency cycles can’t be processed in parallel
safely without the risk of introducing deadlocks, but processing a
cycle as 1 unit by the same thread is sub-optimal parallelism.

– Before checking any module from a cycle, all depend on a not yet
checked module. Without deep pre-processing, it is not possible to
break cycles optimally.

� Gathering more information also costs time [48]:

– Sequential pre-processing for optimal parallelism might make the
entire process last longer.

– Only the import relations and the number of definitions/assign-
ments in a module are known without semantic checking.

As software evolves predictably (Section 2.6) towards long-standing busi-
ness goals of an infrequently changing organization (Section 2.1) and governed
by people dedicated to ensuring smooth progress (Section 2.2), once some
hardware becomes fast enough it will stay that way for a long time. Moore’s
law and the linear growth trend of software systems can ensure a practically
permanent solution.
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4 Our method

Our method structures the semantic checking of the list of modules into an
initial sequential part, a parallel part, and a final synchronisation point.

Initial sequential part:

1. The list of modules to be processed is ordered descending according to
the number of definitions/assignments inside them.

2. An executor service with a thread pool is created and filled with new
runnable tasks for each module without imports.

In the parallel part:

1. When a thread has processed its module, it creates a new runnable task
for each module not yet processed but having all their imported modules
processed.

2. To break cycles, if the thread is the last running and it does not find any
new modules to process, while there are still modules to be processed, it
selects the first not yet processed module for processing.

The processing ends when all modules are processed.
Titan developers merged our changes with a bug fixed later5.

5 Measurement methodology

In this section, we present our measurement methodology and its calibration.
At the timing precision required, we had to set up a measurement methodology
that let us separate the effects of our method from those of the environment.

First, we explored the limitations of the hardware6 (5.1). Then, we gener-
ated a project that could support ideal scaling (5.2), decided on the default
measurement process (5.3) and performed exploratory data analysis on 10.000

measurements to calibrate it (5.4). Finally, we used this methodology on the
ideal project to establish a baseline (5.5).

5https://gitlab.eclipse.org/eclipse/titan/titan.EclipsePlug-ins/-/merge_

requests/918, last accessed: 2023.05.15
6Measurements were performed on a Lenovo Legion R7000 laptop, with an AMD Ryzen�

7 4800H 8-core 16-thread CPU (at a base Clock of 2.9GHz that can boost to 4.2GHz), 1*8
GB Kingston 3200 MHz SODIMM RAM, using an SSD, running Windows 10 Home and the
3.0.7-1 version of Cygwin, GCC 11.3.0, Eclipse 4.20.0, Java SDK 16.0.2 .

https://gitlab.eclipse.org/eclipse/titan/titan.EclipsePlug-ins/-/merge_requests/918
https://gitlab.eclipse.org/eclipse/titan/titan.EclipsePlug-ins/-/merge_requests/918
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5.1 The limitations of the hardware

We explored the relevant limitations of the hardware using STREAM [41]7.
The source code was compiled with: gcc -O2 -DSTREAM ARRAY SIZE =

80000000 -DNTIMES=100 -fopenmp stream.c -o stream.80M.exe
We performed execution from the command line, controlling the thread

count via the “OMP NUM THREADS” environmental variable.

Table 1: The maximum and minimum STREAM results compared to the
single-threaded case and their thread count location.

max bandwidth min bandwidth

Project vs test ratio location ratio location

Copy +18.58% 4 +9.47% 22
Scale +3.27% 2 -14.93% 18
Add +4.34% 2 -17.93% 18
Triad +4.59% 3 -18.18% 16

Our measurements show (Table 1) the most bandwidth available using 2-4
threads. At higher thread counts, for all but the “Copy” function, the measured
memory bandwidth is below the single-threaded case. The measured values fell
into a limited range (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Memory Bandwith measured by STREAM.

7https://www.cs.virginia.edu/stream/FTP/Code/, version (”5.10”) downloaded in
May. 2022., last accessed: 2023.05.15

https://www.cs.virginia.edu/stream/FTP/Code/
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In practical terms, the hardware does not support increasing thread counts
with enough bandwidth for memory-bound operations. The hardware also
seems to suffer from some constraints or limitations, as the numbers we mea-
sured do not reach the peak transfer rate of the standard. This laptop is a
good sample for an outdated laptop, that was never meant for professional
development work and cannot support theoretically ideal scaling.

5.2 The Ideal project

To explore the parallel limits of the solution in finer detail and to calibrate
the measurement process in an ideal setting, we created a synthetic project,
“Ideal”, by copying the RAWCodingAttributes.ttcn file from [12] 16 times8.

In this project, all files are standalone and processable in parallel, have the
same content, and need identical processing. The files are large enough9 for
the analysis to be practically measurable, and their number matches the CPU
thread count.

5.3 The default process

We decided to use the closing and opening of a project for measurement, as
this deletes all information the IDE knows about that project and triggers its
analysis.

We created a small program to perform measurements in a loop, sleeping
at the end of each iteration (eliminating its potential impact).

Settings used for the measurements:

� The measurement Eclipse was started with:

-Xms4G -Xmx4G -XX: UseG1GC-server

� The laptop was in “Quiet Mode”10.

� The analysis threads were started with priority 1 (lowest) and after
checking each Assignment11/Definition12 a “Thread.yield()” call is exe-
cuted.

8Adding their index to both the file and module name to forego collisions.
97090 lines.

10Description from manufacturer: “Keep quiet by reducing your computer performance
and fan speed where possible with low power consumption”.

11https://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com17/languages/X.680-0207.pdf, last
accessed: 2023.05.15

12https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_es/201800_201899/20187301/04.14.01_60/

es_20187301v041401p.pdf, last accessed: 2023.05.15

https://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com17/languages/X.680-0207.pdf
https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_es/201800_201899/20187301/04.14.01_60/es_20187301v041401p.pdf
https://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_es/201800_201899/20187301/04.14.01_60/es_20187301v041401p.pdf
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5.4 Calibration of the measurement process

During our measurements, we had to account for the Just-in-time compilation
and optimisation of Java, the language of the IDE.

We set the helper program to perform 10.000 measurements.
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Figure 2: The execution durations for the iterations (2(a)) and their histogram
(2(b)) for a 10.000 iteration execution. For visualisation purposes, the first
execution (taking 1.6 seconds) is not shown.

Our observations showed (Figure 2) that the first measurement is an outlier.
The following measurements form 4 clusters using K-means clustering (means:
0.1021, 0.1158, 0.1225, 0.1536).

At this point, we could devise the routine for measurements:

1. To determine a sufficient sleep duration, perform three iterations manu-
ally with the new settings set.

2. Turn off all potential interference and restart the hardware.

3. Do three iterations manually.

4. Execute the automation code for 200 iterations and extract the last 50

measurement points ([14]).

5.5 Measurements on the Ideal project

The overall duration of analysing the project (Figure 3) drops from an average
of 0.39s at 1 to 0.23s at 2, 0.147s at 4, 0.131s at 8, and 0.13s at unlimited thread
counts. The maximum speed-up of 3.18 is at 10 threads. In practical terms,
most performance gains happen till 4-thread parallelism. Higher thread counts
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Figure 3: The overall duration for the semantic checking on the ideal project,
and the single module duration from the closest to average execution, for each
thread limit (u meaning unlimited).

seem to produce only marginally better results. At the same time, there is also
no reason to use any smaller setting in practice.

The individual module analysis times from the closest to the average ex-
ecution of that thread count revealed that the analysis duration of a given
module approximately linearly depends on the thread count, indicating that
the hardware is memory bandwidth limited.

6 Measurements

In this section, we present our measurements.
Section 6.1 presents that our chosen method solves the problem on large

code bases and that further parallelisation is limited by the structure of the
problem, not the hardware. Section 6.2 shows that there are no noticeable
performance degradations in existing features.

6.1 Standardized test suites

We have analysed the behaviour of our method on all test suites created by
3GPP13 and publicly available at www.ttcn3.org14.

Used test suites:

� 3GPP UTRA UE Test Suites [80]: SSNITZ, UTRAN.

133rd Generation Partnership Project
14We downloaded all packages in July 2021.
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� 3GPP IMS UE Test Suites [78]: IMS EUTRA, IMS IRAT, IMS NR5GC,
IMS UTRAN, IMS WLAN.

� 3GPP LTE UE Test Suites [77]: LTE, LTE A IRAT, LTE IRAT.

� 3GPP 5G UE Test Suites [79]: ENDC, NR5GC, NR5GC IRAT.

To process these test suites, we created a new “TITAN Project (Java)” with
the name of the TTCN-3 project, copied the source code from the downloaded
compressed files into its “src” folder, and converted all XSD files15. We man-
ually reviewed all problems detected by Titan on these projects and reported
the incorrect ones to the development team16.

Table 2 presents the most important properties of these projects and table
3 shows how well the logarithmic and power-law trend lines fit the measured
data for each project. Figure 4 presents the analysis durations measured for
each project.

Table 2: Importation data: number of modules, layers, maximum number of
imports, maximum number of being imported and lines of code

Project vs test Nof modules Nof layers17 Imax(project) Omax(project) LOC

SSNITZ 86 16 30 50 105.191
UTRAN 175 21 46 115 158.392
IMS EUTRA 207 20 40 131 106.429
IMS IRAT 207 19 40 140 182.561
IMS NR5GC 164 20 43 116 83.858
IMS UTRAN 128 17 35 72 108.732
IMS WLAN 103 16 24 57 41.297
LTE 230 23 50 171 249.161
LTE A IRAT 266 20 42 187 219.496
LTE IRAT 289 21 78 211 257.719
ENDC 250 22 49 190 152.194
NR5GC 201 19 47 161 130.907
NR5GC IRAT 242 20 47 178 141.135

6.1.1 Measurement: LTE IRAT

In this section, we present our observations for the largest project processed.

15Using the “xsd2ttcn” utility of Titan, using the -N flag.
16https://gitlab.eclipse.org/eclipse/titan/titan.EclipsePlug-ins/-/issues/

456, last accessed: 2023.05.15

https://gitlab.eclipse.org/eclipse/titan/titan.EclipsePlug-ins/-/issues/456
https://gitlab.eclipse.org/eclipse/titan/titan.EclipsePlug-ins/-/issues/456
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Table 3: Trend fitting

log r2 power law r2

Project vs test I(module) O(module) I(module) O(module)

SSNITZ 0.92 0.96 0.81 0.83
UTRAN 0.97 0.82 0.84 0.92
IMS EUTRA 0.97 0.81 0.80 0.91
IMS IRAT 0.98 0.69 0.85 0.90
IMS NR5GC 0.97 0.68 0.85 0.89
IMS UTRAN 0.97 0.81 0.85 0.92
IMS WLAN 0.95 0.90 0.84 0.90
LTE 0.94 0.87 0.78 0.87
LTE A IRAT 0.98 0.73 0.80 0.87
LTE IRAT 0.97 0.78 0.78 0.87
ENDC 0.98 0.72 0.82 0.90
NR5GC 0.95 0.84 0.76 0.89
NR5GC IRAT 0.98 0.70 0.83 0.88

The average overall duration of the analysis (Figure 5) takes 25.16s using 1

thread, 14.25s using 2 threads, 11.92s using 3 threads, 11.01s using 4 threads,
9.49s using 8 threads, 10.30s using 16 threads and 10.10s without thread limits.
The overall speed-up is 2.48 without thread limits (2.64 using 8 threads).

Module “RRC MeasurementUG” takes the longest to analyse, with 6.78s
using 1 thread, 7.76s using 2 threads, 8.07s using 3 threads, 8.39s using 4

threads, 8.24s using 8 threads, 8.78s using 16 threads and 8.35s without thread
limits, a slowdown of approx. 23%.

With unlimited threads, the longest to analyse path contains the modules
“LTE IRAT Testsuite” with 0.03s, “RRC MeasurementUG” with 8.35s, “EU-
TRA Measurement Templates” with 0.90s and “EUTRA RRC Templates” with
0.13s to analyse. 9.41s of the 10.10s, or approx. 93% of analysing the project
with unlimited threads. Although this is not the critical path, it still shows that
no amount of increase in parallel processing threads/CPU cores alone would
be able to decrease the processing time further significantly.

The duration values for analysing a given module in descending order (Fig-
ure 6) are similar to the length values of modules plotted in descending order.
With the exponential trend lines fitting to all thread limit cases with at least
r2 of 0.97 and power trend lines between 0.84 and 0.88.
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Figure 4: The overall duration, for each thread limit (u meaning unlimited)
and each measured standardised test suite.

Without thread limits (Figure 7(b)), the maximum number of active threads18

is 23. Indicating that at most 23 threads can work in parallel, additional hard-
ware capacity can not be utilised.

With thread limits set (Figure 7(a)) the number of active threads below the
actual thread limit is 0 for 1, 2 for 2, 7 for 3, 14 for 4, 121 for 8 and 270 for
16 thread limit. At small thread limits, parallel processing operates at or near

18In our measurements we call active threads, the software threads that are actively run-
ning at the time of measurement. Where the measuring is done in the “Runnable” object’s
“run()” function is called, right before it starts to analyse its module.
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Figure 5: Execution trace for the LTE IRAT modules, when the analysis is
limited to 1 threaded processing 5(a) and when there is no thread limit (5(b)).
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Figure 6: The time it takes to analyse a given module, in descending order,
when there is a 1 thread limit (6(a)) and when the number of threads is not
limited (6(b)), while checking LTE IRAT.

maximum capacity. At high thread limits (8 and 16 measured), the structure
of the dependency graph and the runtime processing is the stronger restriction.

The system was underutilised in 41.9% of the 8 thread limit and in 93%
of the 16 thread limit measurement points. The increase in the thread count
limit comes with a smoother spread for the number of active threads (Figure
8(a)).
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Figure 7: The number of active threads at the time of measurement, when there
is an 8 thread limit (7(a)) and when the number of threads is not limited (7(b))
while checking LTE IRAT.
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Figure 8: The histograms for the active thread count (8(a)) and the number
of modules available for checking (8(b)) numbers measured, for each thread
limit, while checking LTE IRAT.

We also measured the number of modules being checked or available for
checking (Figure 9). The maximum values are 36 for 1, 35 for 2, 29 for 3, 26
for 4, 25 for 8 and 23 for 16 thread limit and 23 when there is no thread limit.
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Figure 9: The number of modules available for checking at the time of mea-
surement, when there is an 8 thread limit (9(a)) and when the number of
threads is not limited (9(b)) while checking LTE IRAT.

A higher thread count limit means more modules processable in parallel and
a shorter spread of modules available for processing at any time (Figure 8(b)).

6.2 Impact on existing features

6.2.1 Impact on Titan’s existing tests

The Eclipse Plug-ins of Titan we extended have tests for approx. 20.000 syn-
tactic and semantic markers (warnings and errors together). We frequently
executed these tests to ensure that existing detections were not changed. The
tests found the exact same issues at the expected locations, texts and severities.

6.2.2 Impact on incremental parsing

We repeated the measurement described in [62] to prove that the incremental
syntax checking is not affected negatively, inserting 203 spaces at the end of
a line in a file of the Ideal project and using the last 50 measurements.

Every measured execution time of the syntax analysis (figure 10(a)) was
below 1.47 ∗ 10−3 seconds, going as low as approx. 5 ∗ 10−4 seconds. These
values, for all thread counts, are similar to the published values indicating that
the performance of incremental syntax checking has not regressed.
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Figure 10: Comparisons of incremental syntax checking duration, for different
thread limits (10(a)) and the overall duration in Default mode, unlimited
threads, with and without YouTube running in the background (10(b)).

6.2.3 YouTube test

IDEs have an upper limit on the hardware capacity they are allowed to use.
For a good user experience, IDEs must not overload the developer’s machine
to the point where background music playback is negatively affected.

To prove that the new version still respects this upper boundary, we have
re-run the measurements on the Ideal project, without thread limits, with-
out blocking external interfaces (WiFi) and playing a video19 in 1080p60HD
quality via the Internet in the background.

During the measurement memory usage was approx. 95%, GPU utilisation
approx. 30%. During the analysis phases the CPU was utilised at 100%20,
increasing speed to 3.50 - 3.88 GHz (falling back to approx. 2.15 GHz in-
between these phases).

Playing a video in the background created (Figure 10(b)) a difference of
0.0068s in the means. Subjectively, we have not noticed any difference in the
music during measurements.

While the analysis shows a statistically meaningful difference, in practical
terms, we did not see a significant, real-world performance difference.

19https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-aSaw7JfB8, last accessed: 2023.05.15
20The built-in “Task Manager” application

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-aSaw7JfB8
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6.3 Additional research directions covered

In this section, we present additional research directions we have covered.
“Maximum priority”: We maximised the priority of our application at the

cost of other applications. The analysis threads executed at maximum priority
(10) “Thread.yield()” was not called after checking each Assignment/Defini-
tion.

“Without markers”: We removed the crucial functionality of reporting errors
to eliminate a potential lock contention, where the Eclipse platform stores
markers in an internal database. Here we have commented out the body of the
“Location.reportProblem” and all functions in the “ParserMarkerSupport”
class with “createOnTheFly” in their name.

“Performance”: We overclocked the hardware at the cost of higher noise and
power consumption. We have set the laptop in “Performance Mode”21.
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Figure 11: The overall duration (11(a)) and the single module duration (11(b))
for each experiment, for each thread limit (u meaning unlimited).

Our analysis shows (Table 4):

1. “Maximum priority” is mostly faster with a small margin.

2. “Without markers” is clearly faster, but would lose core functionality.

3. “Performance” is the fastest, but to handle the increased heat, the laptop
became too loud for office usage.

21Description from manufacturer: “Boost your computer performance with higher fan
speed and power consumption”.
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Threads Max. Priority Without Markers Performance

1 0.01577 0.01373 0.03663
2 0.00686 0.02121 0.02332
3 -0.003821 -0.00304 0.018593
4 -0.00654 -0.002403 0.01335
5 -0.00817 0.02175 0.00702
6 0.00300 0.011101 0.009106
7 0.00237 0.000804 0.01143
8 -0.00286 0.00909 0.00364
9 -0.00121 0.00206 0.00413

10 -0.00776 -0.00702 -0.002307
11 0.00317 0.00312 0.00614
12 -0.000437 0.004698 0.005903
13 0.00452 0.005544 0.01673
14 0.002477 0.00746 0.006955
15 0.00262 0.004450 0.006402
16 0.00361 0.00149 0.00664
u 0.000897 0.000424 0.00646

(a) muDiff

Threads Max.Priority Without Markers Performance

1 100 100 100
2 93.8 100 100
3 7.67 15.3 100
4 4.09 23.2 100
5 3.667 100 100
6 95.93 100 100
7 99.7 78.3 100
8 1.151 100 99.94
9 31.19 96.0 100

10 0 0.002 0.188
11 99.9 100 100
12 46.08 100 100
13 100 100 100
14 98.1 100 100
15 99.9 100 100
16 98.5 76.5 100
u 67.0 57.5 100

(b) $>compval

Table 4: Results of comparing the default measurements to a direction, show-
ing the difference in the means (4(a)) and the percentage of the posterior
probability mass above the comparison value 0 (4(b)).

While the analysis showed statistically meaningful improvements, no exper-
iment offered practical real-world performance improvements (Figure 11). We
consider these research directions closed.

7 Threats to validity

This study might suffer from the usual threats to external validity. There
might be limits to generalising our results beyond our settings (the program-
ming language used and possible industry-specific effects). We can only claim
the validity of our results for programming languages and code bases which
demonstrate the properties discussed in Section 2. Further research could in-
vestigate these properties for other languages and validate if our claim also
holds for them.

One specific threat to generalization might come from our measurement
performed only on a single laptop. To address this threat, we point out that
this laptop was already outdated during the measurements and never meant
for professional development work. In the paper, we showed how this laptop
is already fast enough for daily work and how the structure of the problem
would not benefit from more parallel resources, demonstrating how companies
could already save on hardware costs.
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8 Summary

IDE performance was a pain point for developers for a long time 22. In this
paper, we present our work on improving this situation by parallelizing the
semantic checking phase of an industrial IDE.

We have presented earlier works on the structure of software systems, which
serve as general requirements and prove the general applicability of our cho-
sen method. We also presented works on the evolution tendencies of software
systems to show that our chosen method permanently solves the problem.

We have shown that the new version improves performance on real-life
projects, utilising contemporary hardware better without performance regres-
sion in other parts of the system. We showed that the structure of the problem
limits better utilising all parallel hardware resources. We can not expect ad-
ditional benefits even from infinitely scaling Cloud resources.

Our measurements showed that even outdated laptop hardware, not aimed
at professional development work, is now strong enough to support working on
large open-source test systems. From the perspective of performance only, our
results make it hard to justify investing in Cloud resources or remote servers to
provide developers with a performing IDE. Companies should optimise their
development costs and sustainability efforts [52] by utilising weaker/cheaper
machines that still offer enough performance.

Our results could also inspire simplification in future IDEs, making pre-built
indices obsolete and user interfaces simpler.

The functionality we developed is available in open source [81] as part of
the Titan toolset.

9 Further work

Further research in improving performance could target: finer-grain locking,
keeping the work on “warm cores” [32], running our Java code directly on bare
metal [56, 57], and further optimisation of a Java Just-In-Time compiler [60].

Other research could target determining the most cost-efficient hardware
configuration for a given project, recommend code management and coding
styles that reduce processing times [47].

22https://blog.jetbrains.com/kotlin/2021/06/kotlin-ide-performance/

#Reworkedplatform,plugin,andcompilerAPIforcodehighlighting

https://blog.jetbrains.com/kotlin/2021/06/kotlin-ide-performance/#Reworkedplatform,plugin,andcompilerAPIforcodehighlighting
https://blog.jetbrains.com/kotlin/2021/06/kotlin-ide-performance/#Reworkedplatform,plugin,andcompilerAPIforcodehighlighting
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